
 

 
AWIPS Open Tickets for Delivery 4-5 (Affects Test Cases) 
 

Id  Component Summary  

#828  D2D  
The letter and the letter (prime) should be reversed in the 
Baselines tool  

#867  D2D  All X-Y charts fail to display the entire model's data  

#1231 GFE  Implement GFE QuickView  

#1297 GFE  
Unloading Topography from the MB3 popup menu fails to 
unselect the menu item  

#1370 GFE  
In the Publish to Official and Send Intersite Grids dialog, when 
selecting a group, not all Hazard or Public related weather 
elements are highlighted; Set Selected  

#1373 GFE  
The Load Sample Set dialog should expand with longer names 
used for saving sample sets  

#1390 GFE  
Operators involving '=' do not display appropriate edit area via 
the Edit Area and Query dialog  

#1392 GFE  
Topo not available under Weather Elements in the Edit Area and 
Query dialog without it loaded; Topo queries fail  

#1398 GFE  
Set to Recent Values (MB3 popup on colorbar) and submitting 
queries in the Edit Area and Query dialog adds identical sets 
with each application  

#1408 GFE  The Smoothing capability fails for Wx and Discrete grids  

#1411 GFE  
Publish to Official option should be grayed out when in Test or 
Practice Mode  

#1426 GFE  
The 'Show Edit Action Time Range Warning' does not display 
when modifying a series of grids  

#1442 GFE  Keyboard shortcuts in GFE are missing  

#1443 GFE  Menu options should have a check mark next to an active option  

#1497 GFE  
DT: When interpolating hazard grids, overlapping hazards 
combine with or without the Wx/Discrete: Combine option 
activated  

#1498 CAVE Core  DT: The colorbar has a -0 value; should be whole numbers  

#1510 GFE  
The Smoothing Algorithm option in the GFE Editing Preferences 
submenu occasionally has multiple options selected  

#1721 GFE  Implement Define Procedures window  

#1879 D2D  
Cross Sections (and Time Height cross sections) do not plot data 
correctly on log-scale chart  

#1914 Hydro  The Split Screen option not fully implemented in TO10  



Id  Component Summary  
#1956 Installer  Version: EDEX and CAVE version labeling.  

#2127 D2D  
Cross Sections (and Time Height cross sections) do not display 
immediately when requested  

#2130 D2D  
Selecting the Clear button with an X-Y tab visible, the tab 
remains open with a Map tab look  

#2310 GFE  Support more ifpImage features  

#2379 GFE  
Unable to use arrow keys in the Define Samples by Lat/Lon text 
box  

#2442 CAVE Core  D2D, Map menu, cities item has limited number of cities  

#2603 GFE  Weather Element Browser should have a click toggle capability  

#2604 GFE  
Selection is not immediately removed from GFE time scale with 
Deselect All option  

#2612 GFE  The color scheme for combined Wx parameters is incorrect  

#2622 GFE  Interpolation locks grids that were not modified  

#2623 GFE  
Interpolation using the cubic algorithm interpolates using a 
linear algorithm  

#2667 MPE  
Choose Data Period GUI doesn't appear when MPE Perspective is 
selected.  

#2788 GFE  GFE Contour Tool issues  

#2792 GFE  
The Image on Edit option fails to display contours when set to 
off  

#2794 GFE  
The Edit Area and Query dialog fails to set the edit area for 
items under the Group Name(s)/Edit Areas columns  

#2798 GFE  
Newly created Group Names do not appear after Save until the 
dialog is closed and reopened  

#2799 GFE  
Time Shift dialog should shift grids with the least common 
denominator of the time constraints  

#2800 GFE  
The grid block should become active in the Grid Manager after a 
grid is pasted into the selected grid block  

#2801 GFE  
Paste Grid option should not be available under MB3 popup 
menu when copied grid is not convertible  

#2802 GFE  Single hour grids that are attempted to be split become locked  

#2803 GFE  Published grids do not contain any Grid History  

#2805 GFE  
The wrong status message is returned when no grids are set to 
be published  

#2806 GFE  
The selected colormap does not change the displayed colormap 
for Wx or Hazards grids  

#2808 GFE  
The line width and line style fail to change the width and style of 
wind barbs, Wx and Hazards (D2938)  

#2809 GFE  
Density and Magnification issues with Wind, Wx and Hazard 
grids when displayed as Graphic (D2938)  

#2811 GFE  
Panning and zooming in the Spatial Editor is a variance from 
AWIPS I  

#2823 AvnFPS  
AvnFPS TAF send dialog should send to transmission queue, not 
text workstation  



Id  Component Summary  
#2826 AvnFPS  Integrate legacy AvnFPS Low Level Wind Shear  

#2827 AvnFPS  Clean up formatting of AvnFPS monitor balloon messages  

#2828 AvnFPS  
MTR label should turn yellow or orange in monitor GUI based on 
time  

#2829 AvnFPS  
AvnFPS monitor GUI should change ICAO button's color if error 
occurred  

#2834 AvnFPS  
The AvnFPS TAF Editor Restore From... just restores the last 
saved TAF  

#2835 AvnFPS  Integrate legacy rltg in monitor GUI  

#2847 AvnFPS  AvnFPS - AlertLevel & Notify  

#2849 AvnFPS  AvnFPS - confirm & disallow send  

#2890 Common  Error reprojecting map outline in MPE  

#2920 
Text 
Workstation  

'Page Up' and 'Page Down' keys don't scroll the text in the Text 
Workstation Editor  

#2921 
Text 
Workstation  

The Text Workstation 'Show All' selection doesn't cascade the 
text windows.  

#2924 
Text 
Workstation  

In the Text Workstation text editor an ambiguos 'CCCC' does not 
bring up an AFOS ID Selection GUI  

#2928 AvnFPS  AvnFPS - Text Editor - Save As capability  

#2929 MPE  
Closing and reopening the MPE Perspective Disables Draw 
Polygons  

#2931 GFE  
Formatter Launcher text does not display Test wording when 
CAVE is in Test mode  

#2932 AvnFPS  
AvnFPS TAF Editor Num Hours selection under the Metars tab 
not working properly.  

#2935 AvnFPS  AvnFPS QC Menu doesn't allow single station changes  

#2938 GFE  
Graphic options (line width, magnification, etc.) are not available 
for Wx and Hazards grids  

#2939 GFE  Td and FzLevel grids cannot be displayed as a graphic  

#2941 GFE  
Label menu is missing from the MB3 popup on the GFE map 
legend  

#2942 GFE  
No Magnification option is available under the Map Legend MB3 
popup menu  

#2943 GFE  Display Attributes error message incorrect  

#2944 GFE  
Using Test: NoVTEC Formatting in Formatter Launcher fails to 
put in Test wording in text product  

#2948 GFE  The Edit Area Appearance dialog is not implemented  

#2950 GFE  LB.Y hazard is not a hazard available in the Make Hazard dialog  

#2951 GFE  The Define iTools dialog has not been implemented  

#2952 AvnFPS  
In AvnFPS TAF Editor under GFSLAMP the All check box only 
shows data for the selected station  

#2954 GFE  ISC Issues  

#2955 Skew-T  Soundings requested via Volume Browser results in an error  

#2956 D2D  Requesting a Variable vs Height display results in an error  



Id  Component Summary  
#2957 D2D  Variable vs Height data displayed incorrectly  

#2968 D2D  MSAS Implementation  

#2969 D2D  Implement Collection/Dissemination  

#2970 D2D  Implement Obs-->Local Storm Reports  

 


